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Despite the difficulties of settling into a new
home and culture, Patlan has managed to
stay busy while at Sam Houston. She serves
as the current president for the Latinx
Graduate Student Organization, participates
in the Bridge Aspire program, and creates
fliers for the Spanish MA program and
Hispanic Heritage Month. She also was a
part of the 3MT Competition this past
semester.

When asked if she had any advice for Sam
students on how to balance their academic
studies and extracurricular activities, Patlan
gave an answer that shows the reason why
she was a perfect fit for the Raven Scholar
award.

“I believe that giving service to the student
community leaves bigger benefits to those
who serve than those who receive it,” said
Patlan. “I have learned that being part of a
student community goes beyond being in
the classroom. There are too many
opportunities outside classes to build
relationships and networks with students,
teachers, and experts who enrich one’s
thoughts and abilities.”

Every spring semester, faculty, staff, and
organization presidents nominate students
who they believe have both succeeded
academically and embraced the school’s motto
– “The measure of a life is its service” – to be a
Raven Scholar. Jenny Puente de Patlan, a
current graduate student in the Spanish MA
Program, received this award this semester,
alongside only 99 other students.

“It was a shocking impression; I honestly did
not expect it,” said Patlan. “After accepting it, I
was very excited to know that there is always
someone watching your efforts.”

The one person who watched Patlan’s efforts
was the same one who nominated her: Dr.
Montse Feu, a Spanish professor in the WOLC
Department. Patlan had the opportunity this
last fall to work alongside Dr. Montse Feu on
projects focusing on Hispanic literature and
culture. This opportunity has led to Patlan’s
biggest success so far.

“I’m from Piedras Negras, Mexico, and I have
been living in the US for about 3 and a half
years,” said Patlan. “It has been a challenge to
immerse myself in another culture and
language. Therefore, my biggest achievement
has been the Raven Scholar award from Sam
Houston State University, in a country that is
relatively new to me.”

If you would like to be featured in our next
issue, let us know. All academic achievements
(merit-based scholarships and awards,
conference presentations, and publications)
are considered.
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4. What was the conference like?

The conference was such an amazing
experience! San Diego is a beautiful city
and the conference had so many great
minds in one place – you don’t see that too
often. It was an amazing experience to
present your original research to others in
your field, especially for me because Sam
Houston does not have an archaeology
department. This means that I am not able
to often share my research or get advice
outside of a conference like this one.

5. Do you have any further plans for
research/writing?

I have many future plans for the topic of
archaeology! I will be pursuing a master’s
degree in anthropology at Louisiana State
University, specializing in the archaeology
of the ancient Mayan civilization of
Mesoamerica. I will be a graduate assistant
and will be working to further my research
in this field. I would love to publish this
article I wrote on globalization and
archaeology in the future, possibly using it
as a basis for a book detailing the links
between these two subjects.

Conner Flynt, originally from Llano, TX, is a
senior majoring in History and minoring in
both French and Spanish. Flynt recently
presented a paper at a national conference.

1. Which conference did you present at
and what was the name of your
presentation?

My paper was titled “The Globalization of
Archaeological Method and Technique” and
was presented at the Western Social Sciences
annual conference in San Diego on April 25th,
2019.

2. What inspired your presentation?

I was inspired by my strong interest in
archaeology. I took HIST 4399, The History
of Globalization, with Dr. Zachary Doleshal,
and for my article in this class, I chose to
connect the history and periodization of
archaeology with that of globalization. These
two topics greatly interested me and will
contribute to my graduate school topics in
the future.

3. Were there any professors or fellow
students who helped you with your
research?

Dr. Doleshal was my advisor and biggest help
with editing and researching the topic of
globalization. I did all of the research on the
archaeology side by myself, as SHSU does not
have any professors in this subject. I was also
helped a great deal by Dr. Debra Andrist, who
encouraged me to submit to and attend the
conference. She helped me get accepted to
present and also helped me with foreign
language sources.

If you would like to be featured in our
next issue, let us know. All academic
achievements (merit-based scholarships
and awards, conference presentations,
and publications) are considered.

Update: Conner Flynt graduated from
SHSU in the spring of 2019 and is
currently pursuing a Master of Arts
degree in Anthropology at LSU.
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If you would like to showcase your talent in our next issue, contact us at babel.wolc@gmail.com.

We accept literary and visual works. We are particularly interested in works that are focused on

the languages and cultures represented in the WOLC department.

Note from the Editor

Hello readers!

My name is Kaylee Campbell, and I am a junior here at Sam Houston with a major in English and a minor in

Spanish. I would like to personally welcome you to the Creative Corner!

In this section, we invite Bearkats to submit their personal creative works and share their artistic talents –

whether it’s in the form of a poem, a drawing/painting, or a photograph.

If your creative genius needs an outlet, feel free to share your work here in the Creative Corner! We look for

new pieces to include every semester. Our only requirement is that these works relate to the languages and

cultures of the WOLC Department.

For now, I hope you enjoy this section and let the art take you into a new world!

Sincerely,

Kaylee Campbell

Creative Corner Editor
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